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These days almost everything can be outsourced: from office cleaning to security, logistics,
HR record management and accounting. It is difficult for the Russian mentality to "give
away" the company's most valuable asset &mdash information and everything related to its
storage and processing &mdash to a third party. However, in the West, outsourcing is a very
popular, highly cost-efficient and viable business model. For example, the United States plans
to save $10 trillion over the next 10 years via cloud computing while the European Union aims
to save $1 trillion during the next five years.

Not all Russian managers are as progressive as their foreign peers. However, in my opinion,
three-quarters of Russian executives today are considering IT outsourcing, due to the fact
that technology and hardware rapidly become obsolete and the fact that new business
objectives often require greater computing capacity. By spending time and money
on technology upgrades and expansion, businesses risk losing their competitive advantage.
Although there is no universal formula for success, and IT outsourcing is not the best model
for everyone, when used properly it is an effective and flexible tool.

For maximum return on investment, the following points must be considered:

1. IT outsourcing benefits

IT outsourcing allows companies to focus on their core business, leave technological issues
to professionals, and reduce technology procurement, implementation and maintenance
costs as well as IT staff. Data center collocation services enable business continuity and access
to powerful computer resources without investing in the construction and maintenance of an
expensive in-house data center, ensuring that only services that are actually used are paid for.

2. Who benefits from IT outsourcing?

Intelligent companies that carefully control costs, including all IT costs, including indirect
and variable costs from electricity to office rental, not only hardware and payroll expenses.

3. How can the costs and benefits of outsourcing be calculated?

For a full calculation of IT costs, there are special accounting methods for IT assets.
For example, a well-established practice is when the whole IT unit, consisting of experts
and their work, systems, equipment and other resources, is seen through the prism of services
provided by the IT department. This gives a working idea of how your own IT department
operates, as well as of outsourcing offers that exist on the IT market.

4. What can be done via IT outsourcing?

Traditionally, outsourcing consultants advise companies to keep all core business functions
in-house and to outsource all others. Recent outsourcing trends such as cloud computing
and collocation allow for the outsourcing of the entire infrastructure. For example, a backup
data center with copies of all business-critical applications can be created in an external



cloud, improving reliability and stability and reducing costs. The best way to understand IT
outsourcing value is to try it. Some companies offer prospective customers the opportunity
to try IT outsourcing services at no cost for a couple of months to appraise service quality,
evaluate benefits and make an informed decision. Of course, the actual price of services
should be available in advance.

5. What must be considered and controlled at the executive level?

Outsourcing is not a reason for business leaders to change function, since both internal IT
unit processes and external subcontractor operations must be controlled. The quality
and reliability of business processes remain the most important factors, regardless
of whether they are internal or fully/partially outsourced.

6. IT outsourcing risks

Outsourcing risks are similar to those of any long-term cooperation between companies.
However, unlike in many other cases, proven tools are available to help manage outsourcing
process. For example, service level agreements can be used to define service requirements
clearly. As with any other project, the key to success is mutual trust, which takes time to win,
and a focus on results, transparency and awareness.
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